Spinner
Cutting Instructions:
Gray Print - 1 - 6 1/2" square
Black Print - 1 strip 3 1/2" x WOF
subcut: 4 each 3 1/2" squares and
4 each 3 1/2" x 7" rectangles
White/Off white background - 1 strip 3 1/2" x WOF
subcut: 4 each 3 1/2" x 6 1/2" rectangles
Making off center Flying geese: Make 4 units
Take a 3 1/2" black square and lay it on the left side of the 3 1/2" x 6 1/2" background rectangle and sew
a diagonal line as per picture 1A and trim to 1/4" as per picture 1B. Press to dark fabric.

1A
1B
Take the 3 1/2" x 7" rectangle and lay it on the right side of the 3 1/2" x 6 1/2" background rectangle and
sew a diagonal line as per picture 2A and trim to 1/4" as per Picture 2B

2A
2B
Square the flying geese to 3 1/2" x 9 1/2" with the point of the flying geese at the 3 1/4"
Sewing the Flying geese units to the centre square.
- Lay your flying geese unit on the centre square lining up the left edge and the point of the background
fabric 1/4" from the end of the centre square. Sew your 1/4" to within 1 " of the point and stop as per
picture 3A. Press a little of the left edge to the centre square.
- Attach the next unit by going counterclockwise. Match the point to the previously sewn seam and pin in
at 1/4" as per picture 3B. Sew complete seam and so as to not cut off the point stitch 1mm to the right of
your point as per 3C Press all to center square.
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- After attaching the fourth unit, lay the first unit sewn to match the point and the end to the last sewn
unit and sew the remainder of the seam to complete. Square block to 12 1/2"

